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A performance analysis of Binary Orthogonal Frequency Shift
Keying (BFSK) Fast Frequency Hopped (FFH) receivers implemented
with both square-law and envelope detectors is performed. Bit
error probabilities of the two types of receivers for linear
combining, noise-normalization combining, and self-normalization
combining under worst-case partial-band interference with
nonselective Rician fading and thermal noise are compared. The
analysis is repeated for the case of no interference to point out
the effect of fading. A study of nonlinear diversity combining
receivers (self-normalization and noise-normalization) is also
performed for a system model that is free from thermal noise.
Envelope and square-law detectors for particular types of
nonlinear combining investigated do not differ in performance, but
this is not true for linear combining detectors. The visible
superiority of envelope detectors for linear combining is noted.
Nonlinear combining receivers achieve a diversity and performance
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I. INTRODUCTION
Previous studies have proven that Fast Frequency Hopped
(FFH) Spread-spectrum communication systems are alternatives
to conventional systems under the presence of multipath fading
and/or partial-band interference.
Difficulties in synchronous carrier recovery in a
multipath fading environment enables noncoherent orthogonal
FFH Binary Frequency Shift Keying (FFH-BFSK) modulation to be
an attractive choice [Ref. 1] . At the receiver, demodulation
of the dehopped signal is performed by a circuit implemented
with bandpass filter and envelope detector arrays. Envelope
and square-law detectors are used interchangeably. Their
performances have been proven to be identical for some cases,
and have been accepted as identical for the others. An
envelope detector is easier to implement, while a square-law
detector is easier to obtain analytical result for. This
assumption of identical performance is examined for FFH-BFSK
orthogonal noncoherent modulation systems with L-fold
diversity and both linear (ordinary FFH-BFSK) and nonlinear
combining. For the latter case, two systems are analyzed:
1. Noise-normalization (Adaptive Gain Control (AGC) [Ref.
2]) combining in which noise and interference statistics are
assumed to be known or predicted.
2. Self-normalization combining which does not require the
noise and interference statistics to be known.
In order to make the research applicable to satellite-to-
mobile applications a Rician fading channel is assumed.
The performances of the systems are also inspected under
the absence of interference to emphasize the effect of fading.
As a special case both of the nonlinear combining systems are
analyzed under the absence of the thermal noise to show the
effect of the thermal noise on the performances of the
systems.
Chapter II presents background information, and a
description of the models, and evaluation of the bit error
rates are given in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, numerical
results are presented. Conclusion are given in Chapter V.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The behavior of envelope and square-law detectors are
analyzed with a model similar to that presented in [Ref. 1]
and [Ref. 3]
.
FFH-BFSK communication systems employing a diversity level
of L, communicating over a channel of bandwidth W, are assumed
to be effected by an interference source. The interference is
assumed to be an additive narrow-band Gaussian process over an
equally probable portion y of the channel bandwidth W. The
BFSK modulator represents a binary input 1 with the frequency
f
1
and a binary input with that of f
2
,in a binary symmetric
channel model scheme. The bit duration of Tb is equally
divided into L chips. The bit rate is ^ =1/Tb , and the
hopping rate is R
h
=L/Tb =1^. The binary signal is passed
through a baseband filter of bandwidth R^R^ The output of
the baseband filter modulates the signal generated by a
frequency hop synthesizer. The frequency hop synthesizer is
driven by a pseudorandom code generator. The hopping
frequency f
h
is a discrete uniform process taking one of the
N possible levels where N=W/R
h
. The modulated signal is
filtered by a baseband filter of bandwidth R
h ,
upconverted by
a RF oscillator, and transmitted.
If the cell bandwidth is small compared to the channel
coherence bandwidth, the fading process can be modelled as
frequency nonselective; furthermore, if the channel bandwidth
is large enough to assign a minimum spacing between two
consecutive hopping frequencies that is large compared to the
coherence bandwidth of the channel, each cell fades
independently. Under these assumptions the amplitude of the
dehopped signal is modelled as a Rician random variable. The
intensity of the fading is assumed to be constant for the
entire bandwidth, as a result, the statistics of the L Rician
random variables affecting the L hops of a bit are equal.
The interference is assumed to be additive white Gaussian
noise. Whether the interference is a deliberate jammer or a
coincidental narrowband process, it is not always possible to
maximize the negative impact on the performance of the
communication link when the finite energy is spread over the
entire bandwidth. Reference 4 shows that for the linear
combining square-law detector, especially with relatively high
diversity levels (when the number of hops per bit is greater
than 2) , it is not an effective jamming strategy to distribute
the total jamming power uniformly over the entire bandwidth
even when the signal and the interference energies are equal
at the receiver RF circuit. When the jamming power is not
distributed uniformly over the entire bandwidth, there exists
a certain portion (y) of bandwidth that maximize the Bit Error
Rate (BER) as a function of the variables:
1. Interference energy.
2. Thermal noise energy.
3. Detector type.
4. Hopping rate.
5. Severity of fading.
The average power spectral density (PSD) of the narrowband
interference is N,/2 when spread over the entire bandwidth W;
therefore, the conditional partial-band interference PSD is
Nj/2y if it is present, zero otherwise.
III. SYSTEM AND WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE WAVEFORMS
The interference power is uniformly distributed over yVl Hz
of the total system bandwidth W. The received signal after
the kth dehopping, where k is an integer taking a value from
1 to L, is represented as:
{sk ( t) +nk { t) +i k { t) with probability y




(t) is the information carrying signal affected by
fading, n
k
(t) is the thermal noise component, and i
k
(t) is the
interference noise component. The information carrying signal
in the kth hop interval is:
sAt) = <
aky[2S cos(2uf1 t +Qk ) binary 1 is sent
ak<j2S cos (2ttf2 t+$k ) binary is sent
where 6
k
and <£ k are random phases uniformly distributed over




random variable. Channel fading is assumed to be slow
compared to the hoptime, but each hop is assumed to be
independent. The statistics of a
k
are assumed to be identical




f l* \ ** ^-(a**A




ak \ ak z (3)
where A2 is the signal strength of the nonfaded (direct)
component and 2a2 is the mean-squared value of the Rayleigh-
faded (diffuse) component. I (») Represents the modified
Bessel function of zero order.
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS, AND ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCES UNDER MULTIPATH FADING, PARTIAL-BAND INTERFERENCE
AND THERMAL NOISE.
1. Linear Combining Receivers
a. Envelope Detector
A linear combining envelope detector receiver is
depicted in Fig. 1. Assuming that a binary 1 is sent, we
obtain the sampled detector outputs contaminated with only
wideband thermal noise as:
xlk = J(ak y/2S cose* + n ) 2 + (ak J2S sine* + n ) 2
(4)
x2k = JnL + <k
and with narrowband interference added as:
xlk = J (ak y/2S cosO* + nCik + i Cjjt )
2
+ (ak y/2S sine* + naik + i













j=l,2 are independent thermal noise components







Both are assumed to be independent zero mean Gaussian random
variables with equal variances a
N
2
=N B, where B is the cell
bandwidth which is equal to the hopping rate R^ The
interference components i
cjk , isk/ are both narrowband zero
mean Gaussian random variables with a variance of a* = NjB /y
.
Equation (4) and (5) can be represented as
xlk = J (a kS/2S cose* + vlk )







s (i=l,2 3,4) are independent zero mean Gaussian





o* = N B wi th pzobabi lity ( 1 -y
)
(7)
q\ = o% + o\ = (.No + Nx/y)B with probability y
Narrowband interference, when present, is assumed to affect
both channels. The conditional probability density functions
for x
1k
and x2k are given in Ref. 5:














The unconditional probability density function of the
envelope of the output of channel one, f
x1k (x 1k ) , is obtained
by integrating:
fxJxiJ = / fXlk/Ak^lk/ak ) fAk (ak ) da l (9)
to get
^x1Jc (*ijc)
_ i^ e ~Ul) "(-£) ~[ a* \to\ "at")
„2 J „2
T ** Jo 'v/25 da,
(10)
Without loss of generality, S is normalized to unity, and











2 is the signal-to-noise ratio of the nonfaded




the signal-to-noise ratio of the Rayleigh faded (diffuse)




(Xlk) ~ 1 + c
Xlk <






The bit error probability for the receiver in Fig. 1 in
the presence of partial-band interference is
P(E) = £ l^y 1 (1-Y) L"2 P(e/1)
i-o \ -W
(13)
where P(e/1) is the conditional bit error probability when 1
of L hops of a bit have interference, and is given as






are the sum of L independent random
variables, 1 of which are interfered. Thus,
f
Xi (xx/l) -fxLix^) *f^-2) (x^)*3
X2k
fx (x2/i) =rj»(x2ii ) ) * f:gr2} (x£p)
(15)
*2Jc
where *m is m-fold linear convolution, and the superscript (1)
and (0) denote the random variables with and without
interference, respectively. In the following, the
superscripts are attached only to the names of the functions,
not to the variables and the constants.




nested infinite summations which make P(E) tedious to obtain
10












where M = max { M1; M2 } and
M, M,
f f£(xlk ) .dxXik ai and ff£(*lk ) .dxlk Al























/ 4V (x2Jt ) dx2, A i a^d / 4°; (x2Jt) .dx2k n
(20)
(21)
and M/N is chosen as integer. It is easier to explain the
method used when M=N. Define
11
£} 1] = f^ (xlk)\ where -^+l*a*l (22)
where A is the distance between samples that are taken from
the pdfs.
*1* *1* 1/C lxlk-(il-l).A
f*'
0)
(l3) = fi 0) (x2Jt )| (23)
/'"(a) = fx x) (x2k )\














DFT and IDFT are Discrete Fourier Transform and the Inverse
Discrete Fourier Transform respectively. Numeric values are
obtained using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) . In implementing the
analyses of a K point FFT (where K is an integer power of 2),
K is chosen such that K>ML/A+1, and remaining samples of the
functions between M/A+l and K are padded with zeros. Redefine
£i
x) in) =
fiU {Xlk )\ -^+1*22*1lk " '*-<->•*
* (25)ML M
K>— +l*n> — +1
A A
and the other functions can be redefined similarly. The
probability of bit error is obtained by integrating equation
12
(14) numerically and substituting into equation (13) for
L=2,4,6,8. For L=l (slow FH) , the exact result is obtained as
-p k /U+lk ) ^,-Pt /(2+t* )
P(^L=1) r- rj5 + (1 "Y) „.<.) w
b. Square-Law Detector
The linear combining square-law detector is
depicted in Figure 2 . Assuming that a binary 1 is sent when
there is not interference, we obtain the sampled detector
outputs as
xik ~ (aky/2Scosdk + nc ) 2 + (a^v^SsinG^ + nB ) 2





and when there is interference
xlk = (a^y^Scose^ + nCik + icJ 2 + (aj^SSsine* + ns^ + isJ»lJc Bl*
*2* = <^ + icj 2 + (^s2Jk + i^) 2
(28)
All the variables are as defined for the envelope detector.
Using equation (8) and equation (9) , we obtain the probability
density functions for x1k and x2lc via a transformation of x=y
2
,
where x represents x
lk
or x2k and y stands for x 1k and x2k , in




y/2 P**i* M ^(20* P*j












CxJs) = / fxJxlk ) e'x^ dxlk
(31)










=2udu into equation (31) and
integrating, one obtains
Cx (s)=f 1 eWtt*W u e I **<i*W) j ££| u
v k \j.T% k )














Define x (D as the sum of 1 interfered random variables
and x
1
<0) as the sum of remaining L-l random variables that are
not interfered, and c as an integer assuming a value of either
1 or L-l for the superscripts (1) and (0) respectively. Then
(i)f£ } ( Xl ) = se-1{[Cqjt (s) ]
c
} for i=0,l (34)
which is
4^ <*!> = ae l s
Pjjc/d+jjt)
e \


























The characteristic function for the random variable x
2
which





































































The probability density function for the decision variable x
2


















and when 1=L and 1=0
(1)\L














The probability of bit error is
L
PiE) = £ (j)y j (l-Y) (L_J) Pie/1) (46)
where




) * fg ) ix1 ) (48)
It is tedious to derive P(e/1) by using the exact solution for
equation (21) except for the cases 1=0 and 1=L;





( DFTi££ ] in)) x ( DFT (f^0) in) )] . a (49)
is defined where
f^ in) =f^ i) (x1 )| ^+l*.n*l (50)lx,-(n-l) .a
and












) in order to have the areas under these probability
18
density functions as unity. The sampling distance is A. The
remaining part of the procedure is as explained previously for
the envelope detector. Also
(1) o . C (0) {°^'2+Vk' 2+1 k
This result is the same as the one obtained for the envelope
linear combining detector.
When the signal is completely diffuse (Rayleigh
fading: p k
(1)
-»-0) the probability density function for a single
hop is
fx (x1Jt ) = P^e"^* where p* = -i (52)Xlk xk * * 2(oj"+2o 2 ) { }









(S) = (^%J [T^flj u*erep o=pi
0)




f" (x /l) - V PlPo / L "-7 " 1 \ *^ Xl i & (P -P x)^ I I'D I (M)i
^ J (-l) JPiprJ /L-j-l\^'"1e-Ml
>i (p^p,)^- U-i-j) (j'-D i
nL L-l
-Mi «L L-l -Mi






The probability density function for x
2
is found in a similar
manner
* (-D^-ala^iL-m-uxT^f (y/1\ - V *~ 1; glg ° {L-m-l\ x2 e
+
" (-l) Ja^-J / L-jB-ii^V^







After some algebra the conditional bit error probabilities
when 1=0 and when 1=L are found to be
P(«/2.0)
-El 21-*"2 ) "° P °£j\ L-l ) ( p +B )2L-*-l
2L-.fr-2\ «i Pi
(58)
fel L-l / ( p i+ai )2L-*-l
In general
20
l-ja 1^- 1 l-m„l„L-l
P{e t











J^ « (a -ai )^-M I-l
yi / m+j-t-2 \ 1
k\ J-l /ar^Pi+ao)***'*"1
L-J O-Zo^-i
h (p -Pi) L_i ' i - 1 )h. (* -* l ) L-m \ !->
m-l
t=0
m+j-t-2 1 X.-1 oioL-i\ 1
t
y^ PiPo I L-j-
J-l /orCPo+ax)"*^-1 ft (Po-Pi)*"2 l i " 1
yv gjtto / L-/n-l\y>/iI7+j-t-2\ 1




The self-normalization combining scheme [Ref . 1] is
a method of obtaining the predecision variables by normalizing
the outputs of the envelope detectors of Fig. 1 with the sum
21
of the detector outputs. The receiver is depicted in Fig. 3.







2So 2 +a 2k
X2k 2k 2































and x2k are independent random variables, their
joint probability density function is
Xlk.X2k ^xlk ' X2k> ~ fxxk (Xlk> x fx2k (x2k' (63)
f (x * ) - Xlk *2k ~-A2s/ ti ^-^2 Pi p-x&Z'l T ( y/2SA
Xik>X2k K i* ' 2*' ~ tTTT o « 2 1*






*%* Vlk ( Zlk> Vlk) =1^1- fXlk.xJVlk Zlk *^lk- (1 -2lJt ) ) (64)
The probability density function for z
ik
is now obtained as
22
Afc ( zik) = f fj^ v^ ( Zl*' ^iJt> • dvik (65)




x / «uk(l-«ut) *& .dv.lie
(66)
Making the necessary substitutions into the equation in Ref.
6 on page 394
f Jq (at) e-*
2£2
t*4
'1 dt = J3
(-1)" r/i« (67)
where r(.) is the Gamma function and JQ (.) is the Bessel
function of the first kind of order zero, we can evaluate

















„2o2 (1-Z1k ) . Z' * 1* A (i-zi*> 2
I Pi oj
m=0
i7?+l SA 2 z
2
Ik









y in = e y(y+l) (70)











































/ Pjc *1* \
~\ (1*W (*aJ[ *(l-r1Jk > a (1+W)/P^
Recalling equation (13) for probability of bit error
L
P(E) = E( j) Y J (1-Y) L




P(e/J) = p( z2 >zx /J)
we get the partial probability of bit error, when 1 of L chips




The results for probability bit error are obtained
numerically in a similar fashion to that previously explained.
The probability of bit error for L=l is found to be the same




The square-law self-normalization detector is
depicted in Figure 4. P(E) is derived for L=2,4,6,8 using
the equation from reference 1
z» lk [1+Ik (l-Zlk)f
{ >
in the method previously explained. For L=l, P(E) is derived
analytically, and the same result as in equation (26) is
obtained.
3. Noise-Normalization Combining Receivers
a. Envelope Detector
The noise-normalization combining scheme normalizes
the outputs of the envelope detectors of Figure 1 with the
noise power (square-rooted) obtained from the output of the
noise only channel (noise power prediction channel) at the




(depicted in Figure 5) . The probability density functions for
z
1k
and z 2k can be derived applying a linear transformation to
the pdfs of the linear combining detectors x
1k
and x2k/ such as




The probability of bit error is obtained with a method
similar to that used in the linear combining envelope detector
case. An exact result is derived for the probability of bit
error of a single hop per bit (slow FH) . The result is the
same as in the equation (26)
.
b. Square-Law Detector
The square-law noise-normalization detector is depicted in
Figure 6. The decision is made by a comparison circuit which
accepts as inputs the sum of the random variables that are
obtained by normalizing the outputs of the detectors with the
output of the noise power measurement channel. Assuming a













The pdfs for the random variables z^ 1) and z^ *, where (1) and
(0) represent the portion having interference and the portion













The probability of bit error for L=2,4,6,8 is obtained in
a similar fashion as for the previous cases, and P(E/L=1) is
found to be the same as in the equation (26)
.



















This can be inverted to yield
U/2) -T (-D^PxP^ /L-j-H ^e-^
i-i--Mi













P(e/1) = / f^izjdz, f fZ2 (z2 )dz2 (86)
Since





for N is integer (87)
then















P\ f V -1- 5 cto,(L-l) ! J jfe 2 L-*-1 (L-*-l) ! l
JL v i(L-l) ! feo 2L-*-1 (L-Jc-l) !
2L-JC-C-22L
^
-2 (-1) (2L-JC-2) !z^
co (p,+-I) t+1 (2L_fc-t-2)1 2
z, =o
The upper limit of the function yields 0, while the lower
limit has value only at t=2L-k-2; hence,
P(e/L) = T (2L-Jc-2\ (2L) L (90)
Similarly
PC/I-0) -T l2L-k-2\_l2W_







/ l-j-1 v « i i-k+j-2
\
i
(-p^jpr1 / l-j-1- L_l
2 I-1-*<P1+^)
(92)
+ y^ C-1J 'PiPo / L J \ y> / L-k+j-2 \ 1h (po-Pi)^' U-j-i] h\ j-i / 2 L-i - jt (6 +A)*-**j-i(P 1 f)
C. SYSTEM PERFORMANCES UNDER MULTIPATH FADING AND THERMAL
NOISE (NEGLECTING THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL-BAND INTERFERENCE)
1. Envelope Detector
An analysis for envelope detector for three kinds of
receivers previously discussed is similar to that used in the
partial-band interference analysis. In the absence of
partial-band interference, the performance of a noise-
normalization detector is easily proven equal to the
performance of the linear combining version of the same
detector. Hence
L L
L, Xlk X2 ~ 2^
Jc-1 Jc-1




i " 2s zik ~ Zs ~7. ~T~








and for linear combining
CO <JO




P(E) = f fZi ( Zl ) .dZl j fZ2 (z2 ) .dz2 (95)
z
x




z 1/ dx 1=ak .dz 1 and x2=a k z 2 , dx2=a k .dz 2
















z2 (z 2 )dz 2=fx2 (a k . z 2 ) .dx2 for the linear transformation. This
proof can be applied to wideband (uniform) interference. The
probability of bit error for L=l can be extracted from that of
with-interference results, and it is
P(E/L=1) = e (96)
2. Square-Law Detector
a. Self-Normalization Combining
Results are obtained numerically except for L=l.




The probability density function for x., is derived




f*l*J " £r\lZZn-2 e-
IM^2Lp*)] JL_ 1 (2P Jt/2Lp]^) Xl *0 (97)
The pdf for x
2
is the same as in equation (38) where
(3 k
=l/2 (1+S k ) , and the probability of bit error is
P(E) = f f^(jq) [J fXl U2 ) dx2 ] .dx1 (98)
Substituting equation (80) and equation (97) into equation









*ri)/2 xr™ jL.1(2p Jv2Tppq) dx,
(99)
The result of the integration is an infinite sum and numeric
integration is preferred instead. For slow FH (L=l) , the
result is obtained from previous analysis and found to be the
same as in equation (96) .
32
c. Linear Combining
The probability density function for x, is obtained
from equation (36) by substituting c=L




The pdf for x
2
is derived using the characteristic function
method
















Substituting equation (102) and equation (103) into the well
known equation for the probability of bit error for
noncoherent BFSK, we get
33
P(E) = f fXi (xx ) [f fX3 (x2 ) dx2 ] dx1
Evaluation of the inner integral yields
-LPk/a*ik )
P(E) =















in equation (104) , we obtain
equation (99) . As a result, we see that noise-normalization
combining for the square-law detector detection procedure has
no performance improvement as compared to linear combining in
the absence of partial-band interference or jamming. P(E/L=1)
is found to be the same as in the previous cases.
D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN THE ABSENCE OF THERMAL NOISE
The neglect of thermal noise (N
o
-»0) is a basic
simplifying assumption in work regarding partial-band
interference and fading. This analysis is implemented for the
nonlinear combining detectors; it is found impractical to
obtain accurate results for the linear combining detectors












<!+?*> [zfk+(l-ZiP 2 (l+5 k )]
(105)
{ (i+l k ) [z?k+(i-zlk)Hl+lk) )
With no thermal noise, and for the sake of simplicity letting
8=1, we have
when the hop is free of interference
1
—
- when the hop has interference
Y
(106)
If the random variable z 1k is not contaminated with
interference, the parameters p k and £ k in the probability
density function of the particular random variable go to
infinity in the limit. Define the condition set C as
C =
PjT00
(l-zlk ) (l+£ 1Jt)-«>
SijTI
(107)
where the third condition can take place if and only if the
order of £ 1k is greater than the order of l/(l-z 1k ) as z 1k
approaches to 1. By a simple limit operation
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limc fZijt (z1Jt)-oo (108)
We now redefine the pdf for z
1k





) is delta function. Recall that the probability
density function of the sum of statistically independent
random variables is the convolution of the probability density
functions of the random variables included in the sum. The
convolution operation with a delta function is implemented
simply by shifting the function involved on the horizontal
axis as much as the distance of the delta function from the
origin. Every single cell in the combination that does not
have interference shifts the resultant pdf by one unit to the
right. The conditional probability of bit error when 1 of L
hops have interference power is thus
L/2










and the probability of bit error becomes
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£ l L \p(e/l) Y i (l-Y) (L - i)
i-§*i
P(£) = 1




Numerical results are obtained with the method previously
explained. For single hop per bit FH, the probability of bit
error is obtained as
P(E/L=1) = y 2+^ (113)
b. Noise Normalization Combining
Recall equation (78) for envelope detector noise-
normalization combining pdf for signal-containing random
variable z.
"Ik
fzJ z^ = Zlk e -^Ol -, ^c ZlJti+5j 1+5 z1Jt*o
(114)
and z 2k from equation (78)
f<7... \Z->lr' ~ Z-iV &
z\kl2
*2**° (115)
If we replace B=l for simplicity and if N approaches 0, then








We separate equation (114) into 3 parts



























The order of I
o
(2a/x) is equal to the order of ex , so the third
part may also converge as well. The second part is infinite
as z
1k







z1k (z 1k )-«x>, we have
f£izlk ) = lim^ 6 (M-Zxk) (121)
which is an impulse at the infinity. The probability density
function for the random variable z 2k is finite for all z 2k .
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The convolution operation of a function with an impulse at the
infinity yields zero for finite values of z
1k
. Therefore, for
every bit including even a single chip that is not
contaminated by the interference, the conditional probability
of bit error is zero. It is only necessary to evaluate
P(e/1=L) and
P(E) = yLP(e/l=L) (122)
The results are obtained numerically except for L=l, which is
found to be the same as in the self-normalization case.
2 . Square-Law Detector
a. Self-Normalization Combining
Recall equation (77) . Separating it into two
parts, we have
f (z )- p*
zi*+ ( 1+ s*) n+g*(i-zi*n - Pir (i-zlir)/ [i^a-^n
[l+i(l-zlk)VZlk ^lk> (123)
(1) (2)






where A stands for any finite real value,
condition set the limit
Under this
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limc f- Azlk)~- (125)
The second part is finite and nonzero, and the first part goes
to infinity (the denominator is finite, the numerator
approaches infinity in the limit) ; hence the probability
density function for a single chip which does not include
interference is
fi?!(ZM,) = 6(1-*,*) (126)
The performance analysis is carried out numerically, and







gives a finite result for all finite values of z2k . Separating
equation (81) into three parts and rewriting it for c
noninterfered hops, we have
<0) /,,^r(0).
f«> < Zl ) -e-*r/«Hr>
(c-l)/2

























and recalling the series expansion for the modified Bessel
function with an integer order (c-1) and for the exponential
function
Ic.x (2ax) = £
m-0
a 2m+c-ly-2mj,c-l




we see that the limit of the first part of equation (129)
under the condition set C has a finite nonzero value. In
addition the third part, which has a form of I
c . 1
(2ax)/ (ex2 ) ,
does not converge (the order of I
c . 1
(.) is equal to or greater
than the order of ex2 ; so if c>2 this may happen) . Finally,
the second part may approach infinity depending on the order
of z
1










fz (zx ) =^..6 (Af-zx ) for c=L-lz2 (132)




= fjg ( Zl ) * fg (zx ) when c=2 (133)







) , and equation (132) is valid if and only if
(0) Mfz! Ui*) =w_ »(-£-*!) *« true (134)
2 2
Obviously, equation (132) is valid not only for c>2 but also





— E 2i f
2 L (2Lpi1) ) (L-1)/2 ft { (^-^-D' (135)
X [Z\ Zl IL-l\2 Pk v2ipic z1)\.dz1
Results are obtained numerically by evaluating equation (134)





Bit error probabilities for worst case interference ratios
are obtained versus bit energy-to-interference density with
the following parameters: a) detector type, b) direct-to-
diffuse signal ratios (DD=A2/2a2 ) , and c) bit energy-to-noise
power spectral density ratios (Ej/N^ . These results are shown
in Figures 7 through 62. In the absence of interference, the
results shown in Figures 63 through 82 are obtained. They
illustrate BER as a function of E^l^ with the following
parameters: a) detector type, b) direct-to-diffuse signal
ratios. Figures 83-86 are an illustration of the performance
of the various nonlinear combining receivers versus bit
energy-to-interference power spectral density (E^Nj) ratios
when there is no thermal noise contamination (N
o
-*0) and DD=10
(a moderate fading effect)
.
Worst case y values are obtained by inspection, and it can
be seen that for a particular detector (and normalization)
type the worst case y' s a^e functions of the parameters: E^^,
Ejy/Nj , L and DD. For the linear combining analyses, we see
that all of the parameters mentioned effect the worst case y
(Y ) in an inverse manner. For nonlinear combining, y o is
directly proportional to L, while the effect of the other
parameters investigated on y is the same as for linear
combining. The relationship between y and A2/2a2 is very
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loose. For strong fading, detector performance is not
sensitive to y [reference 1]
.
A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR WORST CASE PARTIAL-BAND
INTERFERENCE
1. Linear Combining Detectors
(1) Eb/N =13.35 dB and DD=0.01 (Figures 7 and 8)
There is not a visible difference between envelope and
square-law detectors. Both have a great amount of diversity
improvement for Ej/Nj^S dB. The optimum value of L is greater
than 4 for the envelope detector with E^N^IO dB and the
square-law detector for E^N^IS db. The square-law detector
has a slightly better performance for these optimum L values
when Ej/Nj^O Db.
(2) Eb/N =13.35 Db and DD=1 (Figures 9 and 10)
Both detectors show a diversity improvement. The optimum
number of chips per bit is greater than 4 for the envelope
detector with Eb/N,>12 dB and for the square-law detector with
Et/N i >17 ^B * T^e square-law detector has a slightly better
performance.
(3) Eb/N =13.35 dB and DD=10 (Figures 11 and 12)
The region of diversity improvement begins for the
envelope detector with E^N,^ dB and for the square-law
detector with Eb/N I >2 dB. The optimum L=4 for the envelope
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detector with E^N^IS dB, while the optimum L never exceeds
2 for the square-law detector. Performance of the envelope
detector is better than the square-law detector for 25
dB>Eb/N,>7 dB and equal for Eb/N,>25 dB.
(4) el/n^ dB and DD=1000 (Figures 13 and 14 )
The square-law detector does not exhibit diversity
improvement in this case, but the envelope detector does. The
performance of the envelope detector is much better than the
performance of the square-law detector. Simulations with
greater A2/2a2 such as 106 for some values of E^N, show that
there is a diversity improvement for the envelope detector not
only versus fading but also versus partial-band interference.
There is not any difference between the values obtained for
A2/2a2=1000 and 106
,
so A2/2a2=1000 represents the no fading
condition (Similarly A2/2a2=0.01 represents Rayleigh fading).
(5) Et/N. =16 dB and DP=0-01 (Figures 15 and 16)
Both detectors show a diversity improvement. For the
optimum values of L, the performance of the envelope detector
is better than that of the square-law detector up to £^1^=35
dB. Comparing Figures 15 and 16 to Figures 63 and 64 (the
latter two figures illustrate performance when there is no
partial-band interference for the same values of E^fr^ and DD)
,
we see that both detectors (linear combining) have almost the
same diversity improvement versus fading, but the envelope
detector is better versus partial-band interference.
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(6) Eb/N =16 dB and DD=1 (Figures 17 and 18)
Both detectors show diversity improvement, but the
performance of envelope detector is superior.
(7) Et/N^=16 dB and DD=10 (Figures 19 and 20)
Diversity improvement is achieved by the envelope
detector, but not by the square-law detector up to Eb/N I >27 dB.





=16 dB and DD=1000 (Figures 21 and 22)
The envelope detector show diversity improvement up to 3
dB, but no diversity improvement is reached by the square-law
detector. The envelope detector performance is better.
(9) Eb/ET=18 dB and DD=10 (Figures 2 3 and 24)
The envelope detector shows a diversity improvement, but
the square-law detector does not up to £^1*^3 3 dB. Note that
the diversity improvement region for this particular value of
h2/2o2 is decreasing with increasing E^*^ for the square-law
detector. If thermal noise is negligible, then partial-band
interference has a more significant impact on system
performance than fading, and no diversity improvement is
obtained with the square-law detector.
(10) Eb/No=18 dB and DD=100 (Figures 25 and 26)
A diversity improvement is obtained for the envelope
detector up to 3 dB but there is no diversity improvement for
the square-law detector. The envelope detector is 3 dB (or as
much as diversity improvement) better in performance. For a
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particular value of L, it is much better than 3 db because of
the diversity degradation for the square-law detector.





=13.35 dB and DD=0.01 (Figures 27 and
28)
The performances of both of the detectors are almost the
same. Some diversity improvement is obtained, but performance
degradation is as much as 4 dB as compared to linear combining
detectors.
(2) Eb/NG=13.35 dB and DD=1 (Figures 29 and 30)
The performances are the same for both of the self-
normalization detectors. These detectors show a diversity
improvement, but performance is degraded up to 3.5 dB as
compared to the linear combining detectors.
(3) E
L
/N^=13.35 dB and DD=10 (Figures 31 and 32)
The performances of both of detectors are much alike.
Some diversity improvement for Ej/N^lO db is obtained. Some
performance improvement is achieved by the square-law detector
for 12 db<Eb/N,<28 dB, but this improvement is because of the
deficiency in the performance of the square-law linear
combining detector. Both of the detectors suffer a
performance degradation for Eb/N I >28 db, and this degradation
with respect to the linear combining envelope detector is 3 dB




/N^=13.35 dB DD=1000 (Figures 33 and 34)
The performances of both of the detectors are the same.
Diversity improvement is obtained for 10 db<Eb/N I<38 dB.
Performance improvement for both of the detectors with respect
to the linear combining envelope detector is about 5 dB.
(5) Eb/N t=16 dB and DD=0.01/1 (Figures 35. 36 and
37. 38)
The performances of both of the detectors are the same,
with a diversity improvement but not a performance improvement
(with respect to the linear combining envelope detector)
.
(6) Et/N I=16 dB DD=10 (Figures 39 and 40)
Both of the detectors have the same performance.
Diversity improvement and performance improvement are obtained
for Ej/N^lO dB. The maximum performance improvement with
respect to the envelope linear combining detector is 7 dB.
(7) Eb/N fl=16 dB DD=1000 (Figures 41 and 42)
Performance of the both detectors is the same, a diversity
and a performance improvement is obtained up to 20 dB.
(8) Eb/N^=18 dB DD=1000 (Figures 43 and 44)
The detector performances are the same. Diversity
improvement and performance improvement (up to 15 dB) are
obtained.
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3. Noise-Normalization Combining Detectors
(1) Eb/N^=13.35 dB DD=0.01/1 (Figures 45. 46 and
47 48)
The performances of the two detectors are the same.
Diversity improvement but no performance improvement is
obtained.
(2) Eb/N^=13.35 dB DD=10/1000 (Figures 49. 50 and
51, 52)
The detector performances are much alike. Diversity and
performance improvement relative to the linear combining and
the self-normalization combining detectors are obtained and
maximized for moderate values of Eb/H l .
(3) Eb/N^=16 dB DD=0.01/1 (Figures 53. 54 and
55. 56)
The performances of the detectors are similar. A visible
performance improvement is not obtained.
(4) Et/Na=16 dB DD=10 and 1000 (Figures 57, 58
and 59,60)
Optimum L is 4 or at most 6. The performances of the
detectors are similar. Both have diversity and performance
improvement.
(5) Eb/Na=18 dB DD=10 (Figures 61 and 62)
Performance and diversity improvement are obtained.
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B. COMPARISION OF THE PERFORMANCES IN THE ABSENCE OF PARTIAL
-BAND INTERFERENCE
Linear and noise-normalization combining detectors are
analytically shown to have the same performance when the
effect of the partial-band interference is eliminated. Self-
normalization combining detectors have a very poor performance
in this case. Even though they show a diversity improvement
(gained versus fading) , noncoherent combining losses are much
more than for the linear and the noise-normalization combining
detectors. All the detectors show a diversity improvement for
moderate values of direct-to-diffuse signal ratios, but for
the self-normalization combining detectors the improvement
region begins at greater values of Eb/HQ . There is not a
visible performance difference between the envelope and the
square-law self-normalization combining detectors. By
comparing the performances of the envelope and the square-law
linear (also noise-normalization) combining detectors, one can
conclude that for the systems suffering from fading the
square-law detector performs slightly better. For no or
moderate amounts of fading, their performances are the same.
C. PERFORMANCES OF THE NONLINEAR DETECTORS UNDER NO THERMAL
NOISE
The nonlinear combining receivers are analyzed for
A2/2ct2=10. The performances of both detectors for self-
normalization combining (Figures 81 and 82) are found to be
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the same. Diversity improvement is obtained for E^N,^ dB.
The self-normalization receivers show a visible performance
degradation regarding as compared to the noise-normalization
combining detectors (comparing Figures 81 and 82 with 79 and
80) .
Performances of the two detectors for noise-normalization
combining are compared in Figures 81 and 82 . No visible
difference is found. Both have diversity improvement for
Et/N i >7 dB -
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V. CONCLUSION
The linear combining receiver implemented with the
envelope detector is seen to have a diversity improvement both
versus fading and partial-band interference, while the linear
combining square-law detector has a diversity improvement
versus only fading. Performance differences are also
emphasized by the decreasing effect of thermal noise. Under
no interference or wideband (uniform) interference conditions,
the performances of the two linear combining detectors are
found to be the same versus fading.
Self-normalization combining receivers implemented with
envelope and square-law detectors are seen to have the same
performance. They have diversity and performance improvement
compared to the linear combining receivers versus only
partial-band interference. They are very sensitive to fading
and thermal noise. Self-normalization can be a good choice
for down-link communication under good weather conditions and
partial-band interference.
The square-law and envelope detectors implemented with the
noise-normalization combining scheme do not differ in
performance. They have the best performance. Their
performances approach the linear combining receivers under
wideband or no interference conditions. When the signal is
52
completely diffuse there is not any performance improvement
for the noise-normalization combining receivers with respect
to a linear combining receiver implemented with an envelope
detector.
For slow frequency hopping, all the possible detector and



























































































































































































Eb/No= 13.35 db, DD=0t01
X
L= 1 solid line
L=2... L=4 . . L=6 L=8**
10 15 20
Eb/Ni db
25 30 35 40
Figure 7. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 8. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a




Eb/No= 13.35 db, DD=1
10 15 20
Eb/Ni db
25 30 35 40
Figure 9. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
signal with equal direct and diffuse components (A
2/2a =1)
and £^^=13.3 5 dB.
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Figure 10. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 11. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
relatively strong direct signal component (A2/2a2=10) and




















Eb/No= 13.35 db, DD=1000
L= 1 solid line
V=2... 1^=4 . . 1^6 1^8"
10 15 20
Eb/Ni db
25 30 35 40
Figure 13. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a


















Eb/No= 13.35 db, DD=1000
L=l solid line
10 < z L=2... L=4_.. L=6 L=8"— r-
10 15 20
Eb/Ni db
25 30 35 40
Figure 14. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 15. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 16. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 17. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 18. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 19. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 20. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 21. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 22. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 23. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 24. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 25. Envelope Detector Linear Combining: Worst case
performance of the linear combining envelope detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 26. Square-Law Detector Linear Combining: Worst
case performance of the linear combining square-law detector
receiver with diversity combining, partial-band
interference, and thermal noise in a fading channel for a
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Figure 27. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 28. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a diffuse signal (A2/2a2=0. 01) and
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Figure 29. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
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Figure 30. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
components (A
2
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Figure 31. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 32. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a relatively strong direct signal
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Figure 33. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a strong direct signal component (A2/2a2=1000)
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Figure 34. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a strong direct signal component
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Figure 35. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 36. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
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Figure 37. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
components (A2/2cr2=l) and Ej/N^ie dB.
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Figure 38. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
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Figure 39. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 40. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a relatively strong direct signal
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Figure 41. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 42. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a strong direct signal component












Figure 43. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 44. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the self-normalization
combining square-law detector receiver with diversity
combining, partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a
fading channel for a relatively strong direct signal
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Figure 45. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 46. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a diffuse signal (A2/2a2=0.01)
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Figure 47. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
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Figure 48. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a signal with equal direct and
diffuse components (A
2
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Figure 49. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 50. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the Noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a relatively strong direct
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Figure 51. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 52. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a strong direct signal
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Figure 53. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 54. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
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Figure 55. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a signal with equal direct and diffuse
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Figure 56. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a signal with equal direct and
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Figure 57. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 58. Square-Law Detector Noise-normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a relatively strong direct
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Figure 59. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a strong direct signal component (A2/2a2=1000)
and Ej/N^lS dB.
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Figure 60. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a strong direct signal
component (A2/2a2=1000) and E^N^ie dB.
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Figure 61. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Worst case performance of the noise-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining,
partial-band interference, and thermal noise in a fading
channel for a relatively strong direct signal component
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Figure 62. Square-Lav Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Worst case performance of the noise-
normalization combining square-law detector receiver with
diversity combining, partial-band interference, and thermal
noise in a fading channel for a relatively strong direct
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Figure 63. Envelope Detector Linear and Noise-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the linear and noise-
normalization combining envelope detector receiver with
diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading channel
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Figure 64. Square-Law Detector Linear and Noise-
Normalization Combining: Performance of the linear and
noise-normalization combining square-law detector receiver
with diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 65. Envelope Detector Linear and Noise-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the linear and noise-
normalization combining envelope detector receiver with
diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading channel
for a signal with equal direct and diffuse components
(A2/2a 2=l) .
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Figure 66. Square-Law Detector Linear and Noise-
Normalization Combining: Performance of the linear and
noise-normalization combining square-law detector receiver
with diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 67. Envelope Detector Linear and Noise-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the linear and noise-
normalization combining envelope detector receiver with
diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading channel











































Figure 68. Square-Law Detector Linear and Noise-
Normalization Combining: Performance of the linear and
noise-normalization combining square-law detector receiver
with diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 69. Envelope Detector Linear and Noise-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the linear and noise-
normalization combining envelope detector receiver with
diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading channel
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Figure 70. Square-Law Detector Linear and Noise-
Normalization Combining: Performance of the linear and
noise-normalization combining square-law detector receiver
with diversity combining, and thermal noise in a fading
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Figure 71. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the self-normalization combining envelope
detector receiver with diversity combining, and thermal
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Figure 72. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the self-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
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Figure 73. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the linear and self-normalization combining
envelope detector receiver with diversity combining, and
thermal noise in a fading channel for a signal with equal
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Figure 74. Square-Lav Detector Self-normalization
Combining: Performance of the self-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
thermal noise in a fading channel for a signal with equal






















Figure 75. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the self-normalization combining envelope
detector receiver with diversity combining, and thermal























Figure 76. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the self-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
thermal noise in a fading channel for a relatively strong
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Figure 77. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the self-normalization combining envelope
detector receiver with diversity combining, and thermal








Figure 78. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the self-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
thermal noise in a fading channel for a strong direct signal
(A2/2a2=1000) .
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Figure 79. Envelope Detector Noise-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the noise-normalization combining envelope
detector receiver with diversity combining, and partial-band
interference, in the absence of thermal noise, and in a
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Figure 80. Square-Law Detector Noise-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the noise-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
partial-band interference, in the absence of thermal noise,


























Figure 81. Envelope Detector Self-Normalization Combining:
Performance of the self-normalization combining envelope
detector receiver with diversity combining, and partial-band
interference in the absence of thermal noise, and in a
fading channel for a relatively strong direct signal
(A2/2a 2=10) .
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Figure 82. Square-Law Detector Self-Normalization
Combining: Performance of the self-normalization combining
square-law detector receiver with diversity combining, and
partial-band interference, in the absence of thermal noise,
and in a fading channel for a relatively strong direct
signal (A2/2a 2=10) .
135
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of BFSK signals with
linear and nonlinear
diversity combining over
Rician fading channels
with partial-band inter-
ference.

